


When someone we love dies, something very strange 
happens to our bodies and minds. We often cannot 
remember what day it is, when we last ate, or fi nish a 
complete coherent sentence. We may fi nd ourselves 
seeking comfort in the company of others in one moment,
and the next, feeling overwhelmed by the idea being 
around anyone for fear of breaking down in tears in front 
of them.

Additionally, we may feel like we have little–to–no 
patience for small talk, minor complaints from others, 
and feel like we cannot be bothered to open the mail and 
pay a bill. We think to ourselves in the moments when we 
are at our worst, “Who is this person? This cannot be me.”
We worry that who we are becoming, an angry, forgetful, 
tearful mess, is who we are going to be forever, and that 
thought is terrifying.

We fail to recognize (in the midst of our lives being thrown 
up in the air and shattered all over the ground) that 
maybe we need to give ourselves a little grace. No, we 
are not going crazy. No, we will not feel this way forever. 
Yes, we are attempting to learn how to navigate this
mysterious state called grief!

Unfortunately, no matter how many loved ones you have 
lost in your lifetime, each additional loss is a completely 
new and frustrating grief experience. One thing to take 
comfort in, is knowing that we are not alone.

GRIEF IN 
THE ARTS
RECOMMENDED READING 
IT’S OK THAT YOU’RE NOT OK: 
MEETING GRIEF AND LOSS IN A 
CULTURE THAT DOESN’T UNDERSTAND
by Megan Devine 

Many people who have suffered a loss feel judged, 
dismissed, and misunderstood by a culture that wants to 
“solve” grief. Megan writes, “Grief no more needs a solution 
than love needs a solution.” Through stories, research, life 
tips, and creative and mindfulness-based practices, she 
offers a unique guide through an experience we all must 
face—in our personal lives, in the lives of those we love, 
and in the wider world. 

She debunks the culturally prescribed goal of returning 
to a normal, “happy” life, replacing it with a far healthier 
middle path, one that invites us to build a life alongside 
grief rather than seeking to overcome it. In this compelling 
and heartful book, you’ll learn:

NO, YOU’RE 
NOT “CRAZY”.
YOU ARE JUST GRIEVING 
by Kaylee Kron, LMSW GC-C

THERE ARE LOSSES THAT 
REARRANGE THE WORLD.

DEATHS THAT CHANGE THE
WAY YOU SEE EVERYTHING,

GRIEF THAT TEARS 
EVERYTHING DOWN.

PAIN THAT TRANSPORTS YOU
TO AN ENTIRELY 

DIFFERENT UNIVERSE,
EVEN WHILE EVERYONE 
ELSE THINKS NOTHING 
HAS REALLY CHANGED.

- MEGAN DEVINE

• Why well-meaning advice, therapy, and spiritual 
wisdom so often end up making it harder for people 
in grief.

• How challenging the myths of grief—doing away with 
stages, timetables, and unrealistic ideals about how 
grief should unfold—allows us to accept grief as a 
mystery to be honored instead of a problem to solve.

• Practical guidance for managing stress, improving 
sleep, and decreasing anxiety without trying to “fi x” 
your pain.

• How to help the people you love—with essays to 
teach us the best skills, checklists, and suggestions 
for supporting and comforting others through the 
grieving process.

It’s OK That You’re Not OK is a book for grieving people, 
those who love them, and all those seeking to love 
themselves—and each other—better.
(refugeingrief.com/book)
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HAS GRIEF 
MADE YOU 
LOSE YOUR 
MIND?
WRITINGS FROM REFUGEINGRIEF.COM
by Megan Devine

Because we don’t talk about the reality of grief in our culture, 
lots of grieving people think they’re crazy. When Matt (my 
husband) fi rst died, I lost my mind – and not in the ways you 
might think. I used to be a person who could read books. I 
used to have a really great memory.

I used to be a person who could keep everything straight 
without notes or a calendar.

I used to be a person who could do all of these things and 
suddenly I was putting my keys in the freezer and forgetting 
my dog’s name and couldn’t remember what day it was or 
if I had eaten breakfast. I couldn’t read more than a few 
sentences at a time, and usually had to go back and reread 
those same lines many times.

My mind simply stopped functioning. Has that happened 
for you? Have you lost your mind?

There is no resource, no check list, available that says, “these 
things are normal.” I mean, we have the stages of grief 
model, but that is entirely unhelpful. Many grieving people 
simply suffer alone in the weirdness of grief, wondering if 
they have lost their minds on top of everything else.

When I talk with people, one of the things that brings the 

most relief is letting them know they are normal; they are 
not crazy. You feel crazy because you are inside a crazy 
experience. Grief, especially early grief, is not a normal time. 
It makes perfect sense that you are disoriented: everything 
has changed.

Memory loss, confusion, an inability to concentrate or focus 
– these things are all normal inside grief. They do tend to be 
temporary, but they last a lot longer than you would think.

For a lot of people, it is a few years before their entire cognitive 
capacity comes back to any recognizable form. There are 
losses in that too. Some of those losses are temporary and 
some of them mean your mind is just different as you move 
forward. 

The thing to remember is that physiologically, your body has 
experienced a trauma. Your brain is working hard to make 
sense of something that cannot ever make sense. All those 
mental circuits that used to fi re so clearly are trying their best 
to relate to this entirely changed world.

Your mind is working so hard, there’s very little brain power left 
over to track more than a paragraph in a book or remember 
that your car keys go on the hook, not in the freezer. It is hard 
to think in an orderly, concise fashion when you are reeling 
from loss.

While I cannot magically fi x your mind, I can tell you this: 
you are not going crazy. Your mind is doing the best it can 
to keep a bead on reality when reality is crazy. Be patient 
with yourself. Make a lot of lists. Set reminders. Whatever 
you need to do.

Remember that this is a normal response to a stressful 
situation, it is not a fl aw in you. You are not crazy. You are 
grieving. Those are very different things.

Having your experience validated is powerful, isn’t it. It’s why 
I speak about my own early grief so often – it’s important 
to hear these stories. One of the most powerful parts of the 
Writing Your Grief course is seeing how many people are 
experiencing the same crazymaking things you are. Being 
able to say what is true for you, and have other people say, 
“me too!” – somehow, it makes grief easier to bear.

If you would like to be part of a community like that, please 
join the next session of the Writing Your Grief course. There’s 
always room for you. To fi nd out more about this course and 
to register, visit:  https://refugeingrief.com/writing-your-grief/

GRIEF IN 
THE ARTS
RECOMMENDED POEM 
THE OTHER HALF OF ME
by Erin Hanson 

Everywhere I wander, it’s as though I’m split in two.

That there is half of me that lives, the other watching as I do.

And no matter where I am, I’m only ever there in part,

How can there be two live inside one body and one heart?

I’m here but always elsewhere, a piece of me has raced 
ahead,

Half with eyes turned toward the sky, and half watching 
where I tread.

Until I’m mourning losing moments that I’ve not seen end,

Practicing goodbye on those I’m yet to call friend.

And I’m left holding the question of which half is really me,

What if one is who I am, the other who I hope to be?

But I just chase myself in circles trying to live as part of each,

What if I’ve placed all my worth inside a half I’ll never reach?
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THE GRIEF 
TOOLBOX
FIVE TRUTHS IN GRIEF
by Sonja Dove, LMSW

Given that grief can be such a crazy making experience, 
full of all those instances that leave you feeling 
overwhelmed, disrupted, and confused, there comes a 
natural wondering, “Am I ok?” Thus, a need for grounding 
or anchoring when you feel adrift. A need for anchoring 
to your truths. Grounding yourself in the truths of grief. 
This can be especially challenging when the rest of the 
world seems to be behaving in such a way that we think 
those truths can’t possibly exist, so therefore, “I must be 
going crazy!”

The good news is that there are some very real truths that 
we can use to remind us that grief is a natural, normal 
response to the loss life presents us with.

Author, Gary Roe, provides 5 important truths to 
remember when you are feeling ‘crazy’ in grief:

1. Your mind is getting squeezed. Just as your heart has 
been hit, your mind is taking a beating too. Grief and the 
corresponding emotions are taking up more space and 
requiring a vast amount of focus and energy. Your mental 
capacity may be naturally challenged and even reduced 
for a time.

2. Forgetfulness and some memory issues are to be 
expected. Forgetfulness begins to show itself. Memory 
issues surface. You blank out, even in the middle of important 
conversations. You can’t pull up what you knew yesterday. 
You can’t remember where you were this morning or where 
you’re supposed to be next. This is common in times of loss.

SPIRITUAL 
CARE
SELF-CARE IN GRIEF
by Rev. Jennifer Hackenbruch

When you are grieving, and your heart is broken you do a 
lot of things that are not characteristically you. You forget to 
do things such as fi ll up your gas tank and then breakdown 
in tears because you run out of gas! You are told things 
over and over that you just cannot seem to remember. You 
forget what you were saying mid-sentence or forget what 
you are doing right in the middle of doing it.

When these things happen you question yourself asking, 
“How could I have possibly forgotten to put gas in my 
car? Why can’t I remember simple things?” All of this, and 
more, is normal. Yes, I said normal! While you are in the 
midst of all this, your job is to remember you are not crazy. 
All of this is normal and will pass in time. No, there is not 
a set amount of time. This is your process; be with it. You 
are moving through in your own time. Trust in yourself and 
remember you are not going crazy. 

3. You’re not crazy, but you might be in a crazy-making 
situation. In an age when we’re on the alert for mental 
illness, dementia, and Alzheimer’s, this is scary. We 
naturally wonder what’s happening to us. Are we going 
nuts?

You’ve lost someone we love. Life’s usual borders are 
being strained. Intense and deep grief has been added 
to your life on top of all that you do and are responsible 
for. The pressure can be immense. It can wear you down.

4. Your system is on overload. You’ll most likely notice a 
change in your mental capacity for a while. Your system 
is on overload, so it naturally eliminates items your heart 
doesn’t see as necessary to your survival. Overwhelm and 
overload are common.

5. It’s okay that you’re not at your best. You’re not the 
same. Everything is affected right now, including your 
mind. How could you be at your best, or even perform at 
your usual level? 

Please give yourself a break. All your margin is being 
gobbled up by grief. This is natural and normal. Take a 
deep breath. Focus on grieving well. You will get through 
this.

Take a breath with that. 

I am not going crazy. This is normal. I am normal.

Breathe all the way into your body, in through your nose 
and out through your nose. Just breathe. Take a few 
moments and breathe with the knowing that all of this is 
normal, and you are not crazy.

As I breathe in, I affi rm my process is normal.

As I breathe out, I affi rm my process is normal.

When things start to feel crazy, or you start to feel crazy, 
remember to take a breath and affi rm this is normal, I am 
normal, and I am not going crazy!

BEING BRAVE IS NOT ABOUT 
OVERCOMING WHAT HURTS OR 

TURNING IT INTO A GIFT.
BEING BRAVE IS ABOUT WAKING TO 
FACE EACH DAY WHEN YOU WOULD 

RATHER JUST STOP WAKING UP.
BEING BRAVE IS STAYING PRESENT 

IN YOUR OWN HEART WHEN 
THAT HEART IS SHATTERED INTO A 

MILLION PIECES AND CAN 
NEVER BE MADE RIGHT.

BEING BRAVE IS LETTING PAIN 
UNFURL AND TAKE UP ALL 

THE SPACE IT NEEDS.
BEING BRAVE IS 

TELLING THAT STORY.
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FUN FACTS ABOUT THIS PUBLICATION

GRIEF CAN BE A BALANCING ACT Stacked rocks 
perfectly depict the precarious state grievers often fi nd 
ourselves in. How will we feel today? Are we getting 
out of bed, showering, eating a good breakfast, and 
even tackling some of the mail that has stacked up? 
Or are we cocooning in our bedroom with a greasy 
bag of chips and our favorite TV show playing in the 
background while we cry? Both side of the spectrum 
and everything in between is perfectly fi ne.

SOAK UP ALL THAT GOOD SUPPORT Our 
featured author this month, Megan Devine, has built a 
safe space for grievers everywhere to express themselves 
and fi nd a sanctuary where they are understood and 
accepted. Visit https://refugeingrief.com/ for more 
information.

PAY IT FORWARD The best gift you can give as 
someone who has walked the path of grief, is to 
normalize another griever’s experience. You know better 
than anyone now, how confusing, isolating, and lonely 
the process of grief can be, and how good it can feel to 
be told “No, you are not crazy. You are just grieving.”
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CONNECT WITH US!
FIND OUT ABOUT SUPPORT GROUPS
CONNECT WITH A GRIEF COUNSELOR
AND STAY INFORMED ABOUT EVENTS AT
WWW.HOSPICEOFNORTHIDAHO.ORG

208-772-7994

JUST FOR YOU
Find out just how 

common feeling “crazy” 
is with this month’s 

recommended reading.
Pg. 2

FIND SUPPORT
Learn fi ve steps to keep
you feeling “sane” with 

this month’s grief toolbox.
Pg. 5

THIS MONTH
No, you’re not “crazy”;

you are grieving.
Giving yourself grace

in this time of deep grief.

UPCOMING EVENTS 
SUPPORT GROUPS FOR 2021

WOMEN’S SUPPORT GROUP
August 24, 2021
Our Women’s Support Group 
is open to all women in the 
community who have experienced 
a loss. Join Joanie Dwyer, Hospice 
of North Idaho Volunteer, and a 
community of grievers who can 
relate to your experience.
4th Tuesday of each month from 
10:30 – 12:00PM

SPOUSE LOSS SUPPORT 
GROUP - September 7, 2021
For many, the loss of a spouse 
often feels like the loss of your 
best friend. Whether you were 
married 1 year, or 70, the loss 
often echoes throughout every 
aspect of life. This support group 
which is open to all adults who 
have lost a spouse.
1st Tuesday of each month from 
4:00 – 5:00 PM

Please call (208) 772- 7994 to register


